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Abstract

in our work, a three-dimensional IRFPA model has been constructed to conduct device simulations for drift-diffusion based
Hg1 CdTe devices. The model uses the finite element method and numerical errors are automatically eliminated during
computation. Computational results can thus easily achieve accuracy. The computer model was constructed by using C++
language. We have successfully represented simulation results in three-dimensional graphics. In this paper, a model for
analyzing infrared-illuminated p-on-n photodiodes is presented. The computational results were verified analytically and
experimentally. Furthermore, an IRFPA device model was built for calculating crosstalk by using uniformly collimated
infrared radiation. Devices used for the model were linear FPAs. Ohmic contacts with zero bias were applied on electrodes.
Other physics phenomena such as recombinations were also considered in the analyses. This model and simulation approach
can provide an efficient way to reduce crosstalk in designing advanced MCT IRFPA devices.
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Introduction

Crosstalk, which can be caused electrically or optically, is an undesirable side effect that degrades image quality in IRFPA
applications. Optical crosstalk includes the effect of photon refraction, reflection at boundaries, and external and internal
scattering in detector arrays.' Electrical crosstalk should include charge-transfer inefficiency, interference of diffused carriers,
and discrete nature of device wells. Crosstalk effect also diminishes Modulation Transfer Function (MTF). For example,
electrical crosstalk increases charge transfer inefficiency of a CCD. It is envisioned that accurate theoretical development of
crosstalk effect can help improve detector efficiency, increasing packing density while reducing the fabrication cost of
HgCdTe FPA devices.2 Scanning Laser Microscope (SLM) method uses a laser point to excite one spot at a time, and has been
used for studying crosstalk loss (CTL) in HgCdTe IRFPA. To accurately measure the effect with SLM method, it is necessary
that the diameter of a spot size be smaller than the critical dimension of detectors. Using a convex len, the spot size for a
collimated laser beam is proportional to xf. , where x is wavelength and f,, is f-number of an optical equipment. In an infrared
spectrum, a spot size tends to be large in comparison with that in visible light unless small f. is applied. This could raise the
cost ofoptical measurement.3 Optical alignment for focusing a laser spot in small dimensions is not facile, thus unerring of the
focusing is limited by optical paraphernalia.

Reduction of diode area results lessening the number of noise electrons produced from various noise types, including thermal,

shot, dark current, transfer inefficiency, and traps.45 Moreover, modulation frequency response is defined as f,= (2t,)',
where t, is transition time in a PV diode. It is desirable that , is sufficiently high to cope with fast equipped operations. For
various applications, device downsizing is a practical way to raise modulation frequency. Since SLM has limits in measuring
small devices, accurately theoretical prediction is thus required for solving this problem.

In designing high-resolution FPAs, the trade-off between quantum efficiency and crosstalk loss is a cardinal issue. In this
study, a new approach for computing CTL in HgCdTe FPA is presented with focus on scheming devices of small scale.
IRFPAs were applied coherently collimated radiation to illuminate on backside of the devices. By using such settings,
confounding of spectral response in detectors was eliminated. The devices were modeled and analyzed by using
state-of-the-art automatically adaptive FEM (finite element method), which reduces computational error internally under its
own power. A computer program called MCTS (Mercury Cadmium Telluride Simulator) was developed to perform the task.
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The program can be driven by MCTA (MCT Assembly) which is a simulation language that provides device modeling with
ease. To enhance a user-friendly scheme for the computer language, a GUI (Graphical User Interface) modus operandi called
MCTG (MCT GUI) was built for operation in modem operating systems such as Windows. MCTS were used for simulating
HgCdTe IRFPA devices, and the results agreed with experimental data.

Electrical crosstalk is a key issue in this paper. Section 1 is the Introduction. Device structures are discussed in Section 2.In
Section 3, Device equations for the model are presented. Section 4 presents a heterojunction device that was computed and
verified with analytical and experimental data. Crosstalk calculations and results are shown in Section 5. Conclusions are
featured in Section 6. Section 7 is Acknowledgments. Section 8 is References, and Section 9 contains Figures for this research.

IRFPA Device Structures

Figure 1 Two test structures used to investigate the effect of crosstalk

A610 and C52* shown in Figure 1 are cross sections of two device structures used for the crosstalk analysis. A610 is a
heterojunction diode structure based on Bubulac's article." C52* is line array structure with three heterojunction diodes, i.e.
S , 52, and 53, fabricated on top of a Buffer layer. Diode pitch (p. ) is the length between any two diodes. Contacts of the
devices are ohmic. Thickness of the L3 layer is 3.8 m , and thickness of the L2 layer is 1.0 im . Cd composition fraction is

denoted as x. Xl is 0. 60 and X3 is 0. 47. p+ regions were doped with acceptor concentration JOE] 7(cm ), and ni and n2
regions were doped with donor concentration 1.5E15 (cm3 ). CI, C3, C5, and C7 are diode widths. C5 is I m . The devices

were operated at 295 °K.

Device Equations

The following equations were used for modeling HgCdTe IRFPA devices:

Poisson Equation

Electric field is governed by the Poisson equation, which is defined as

V•F; = p, (1)

where c is permittivity of HgCdTe, E is electric field, and p is total charge.

Continuity Equations

Each type of carrier action changes the carrier concentration with time. The combined effect of these actions is governed by
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continuity equations. The electron continuity equation is defined as

Jn
V.——RGR+G—O, (2)

q

where J is electron current and q is unit charge. G is generation rate defined as

G = (3)

where a is absorption coefficient, is incident flux of infrared radiation, and g(a) is absorption gain which can be expressed
as az for a homogeneous crystal. RGR is SRHrecombination rate defined as

2
— np—ni

t(n n) + t(p +p1)
where n is electron concentration, p is hole concentration, n, S intrinsic concentration, t is electron lifetime, t, is hole
lifetime, n, is trap induced electron concentration, p, is trap induced hole concentration, and n, is intrinsic carrier
concentration. The hole continuity equation is defined as

J
\7.—E+RGR_G=O, (5)

q

where J is hole current. Based on Zhang's article, electron mobility was obtained as 3.0E3 (cm2/V. s ) and hole mobility was

obtained as 50 2'V . s), where effects due to minor variation of Cd composition fraction and carrier concentration were
neglected. Electron lifetime (t. ) was 1.OE-5 (s) and hole lifetime (,, ) was 6.OE-7 (s).

Model Verification

In the following analysis, experimental results for Device A610 are compared with analytical solutions and simulation results.
The analytical solutions can be derived from

2
dp p—p0 —a(W,+y)D—— +ae 0, (6)

°dy2

p—p0 = 0 aty = O,and (7)

dP
D—Oaty—W (8)

dy
where w, is shown in Figure 1, D is hole diffusion coefficient, p is hole concentration, and pU,. is hole concentration in
thermal equilibrium. Surface states were neglected in the analysis. By solving the above equations, excess hole concentration
can be derived as 6

Sech(W L )
PflPflQ 2 [ (9)

(a Dt—1)
+
Cosh(W /L) + ate_a wflcosh(Wfl Y -
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2Lsih(Y)]
where L is defined as (D)'2 . Hole current, J , can be derived from the above equation as

J—qD (10)

qctFDt r iW aW

2 [Tanh(—2) + aLe 'Sech(—) —aL
(a Dt—1) L

in this device, electron current is much smaller than hole current because ofthe heterojunction structure and heavy doping in
the Na layer. Therefore, the total current density, J, , is approximately equal to J at y 0.

The calculation results are shown in Table I ,where x is wavelength of incident photon, a is the absorption coefficient,2 t() is
photon flux density, i is simulated total current density, and .i is analytical total current density. Column i resulted from
device simulations where traps were located at 0. 78Eg (bandgap) and diode area was 2.5E-5 (cm2 ).The analytical results

(column J4 ) were calculated from Equation 10.

( m ) a ( cm' ) ( cm2s ) S A . cm2 ) A ( A . cm2 )

1.4 10860 5.0E9 3.5E-lO 7.24E-l0

1.6 10940 5.0E9 4.OE-10 7.25E-l0

1.8 9112 5.0E9 4.5E-10 7.15E-10

2.0 7267 5.0E9 5.OE-l0 6.93E-l0

2.2 5150 5.0E9 5.4E-l0 6.38E-l0

2.37 1286 5.0E9 3.3E-l0 2.90E-10

2.5 100.1 5.0E9 3.4E-I1 2.81E-1l

2.6 16.80 5.0E9 5.8E-l2 4.78E-12

3 .0 1 . 120E-9 5.0E9 1 .5E- 14 3 .20E-22

Table 1 Simulation results for different wavelengths

Figure 4 shows the energy band diagram, where E is conduction band energy and E, is valence band energy. Grids of the

device were automatically generated by MCTS, where density was approximately 8E12 (cm2 )around a mechanical junction.

Quantum efficiency can be calculated from

J
11=____1__ (11)

qcl:i0

where J is total current. Figure 2 shows quantum efficiency versus wavelength. Experimental results ( ) were obtained from

Bubulac's article, analytical (j) and simulation solutions (*) were calculated by using Equation I I.

The simulation and experimental results agree. Compared with analytical results, numerical results were close to the
experimental results. Error among analytical, experimental, and simulation results can be caused by the following reasons: (1)
As stated in Bubulac's article, operations of the detector include SRH, radiative, and Auger recombinations, whereas the
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device simulations took only SRH recombination into consideration. (2) The analytical results did not include surface
recombination velocity, which can lower quantum efficiency. (3) Assumption of depletion region in analytical solutions can
cause error. (4) Error can result from finite element analyses. (5) Device parameter error such as in absorption coefficient can
cause simulation inaccuracy.
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Figure 2 Quantum efficiency vs. wavelength of incident radiation
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FPAs are usually designed for device operations ofa continuous spectrum. Overall crosstalk loss (tm) can be defined as

(12)

where co(j) and R(f) are CTL and self-responses at device frequency f. As shown in Figure 1, Device A610 is the same
structure as Device S2 of C52* except for isolations. It is considered that the ideal self-response of S2 can be calculated by
using A601. Under equivalent radiation conditions, output signal of S2 is expected to be weaker than that of A610 due to
crosstalk loss. Therefore, CTL of S2 for a coherently collimated radiation source can be defined as

(13)

where 0) S CTL, R is the response of S2, and R, is the response of A610. CTL can be expressed in two forms. For voltage
CTL voltage is measured as output signal. For current CTL, current is measured as output signal. Figure 3 is a plot of
crosstalk loss expressed in dB for different diode pitches. Devices were computed by using infrared energy 0.88571 eV and flux
density 1.0E5 cm2s' Signal diode width was 1 m and diode length was very long. It is expected that CTL decreases with
diode pitch if other device parameters remain 4 Observed in Figure 3, the computational results agree with this
statement. For diode pitch near 0. 70 m , the crosstalk attenuation slows down. This may be caused by boundary effect of
current device-settings.
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The outputs were plotted in a three-dimensional format. Figure 5 shows the conduction band diagram of C52* where the diode
pitch is 0. 7 jtm . Figure 6 shows the electron concentration of C52* with each diode pitch 0. 7 m.

CTL has a keen relationship with MTF, which is very dependent on buffer thickness (L3) and diode pitch. A thick buffer
increases the chance that minority carriers can diffuse laterally. This leads to transfer loss. Similarly, by widening diode pitch,
transfer loss is also increased.

dB

-10 505 052 0.54 0.56 0.58 06 062 064 066 068 07
p

Figure 3 Current CTL vs. diode pitch

Conclusions

HgCdTe is an important material for fabricating high performance and low cost IRFPA5.2 The device model and simulation
approach can help improve CTL by fine tuning of device parameters. Realistically, no two devices can be made identical,
although the computational technology for CTL can reach accuracy with relative effortlessness if a proper device model is
used. In this paper, A610 (a heterojunction p-on-n PV structure) was computed and quantum efficiency was substantiated with
analytical and experimental data. By taking this doing forward, C52* (a linear IRFPA structure) was calculated for CTL, and
showed a negative slope that varied with diode pitch. This prediction agrees with expected CTL in FPA of large dimensions.

MCTA is a simulation language designed to work with MCTS. Device parameters and simulation procedures can be easily
input and modified with the language. This model can be successfully used for robustness of existent HgCdTe devices and
designing advanced ones.
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Figure 4 Energy band diagram of Device A610
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